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**Importance:** Autogenous rib cartilage is widely used in the septorhinoplasty cases with major structural grafting requirements. However, there is a risk of warping over time.

**Objective:** To introduce a novel method for carving costal cartilage grafts to obtain straight grafts of varying thicknesses and to eliminate the risk of warping.

**Design:** Between 2007 and 2011, a total of 43 consecutive patients underwent septorhinoplasty using autogenous costal cartilage grafts carved by the oblique split method (OSM).

**Setting:** The Ankara Training and Research Referral Hospital, Ankara, Turkey.

**Participants:** The study included 43 patients with saddle nose deformity and revisional rhinoplasty with a depleted source. All patients were followed-up for a period ranging from 12 to 37 months (mean, 19.2 months) after surgery.

**Interventions:** All patients underwent open or closed septrhinoplasty. Autogenous costal cartilage was carved with the OSM to obtain grafts suitable for use as columellar strut, dorsal onlay, L-strut, lateral crural strut, caudal extension, and tip or speader grafts in selected cases.

**Main Outcome Measures:** Patients were evaluated by inspection, palpation, and photographic documentation before surgery. Inspection, palpation, and photographic documentation were carried out every 6 months and 12 months after surgery and once a year thereafter.

**Results:** Patient satisfaction in terms of form and function was achieved in 41 patients (95%). Two patients required reoperation for further tip projection (n=1) and alar batten graft displacement (n=1). No complication was observed as a result of graft warping, resorption, or fracture.

**Conclusions and Relevance:** The OSM provides straight costal cartilage grafts of varying thicknesses without the risk of warping. Because they strictly preserve their straight form, the grafts may safely be modified into rectangular shape or carved asymmetrically and/or have their edges beveled. Current data from this study suggest that the OSM offers a flexible and reliable reconstructive option for the rhinoplasty surgeon.


R

RECONSTRUCTION OF THE NASAL FRAMEWORK IS THE FOUNTAIN OF AUGMENTATION RHINOPLASTY. AUTGENOUS CARTILAGE GRAFTS ARE PREFERRED FOR THIS PURPOSE BECAUSE THEY DO NOT INDUCE AN IMMUNE RESPONSE; THEREFORE, GRAFT REJECTION, INFECTION, AND EXTRUSION ARE RARE. AUTGENOUS CARTILAGE GRAFT DONOR SITES ARE SEPTAL, CONCHAL, AND RIB CARTILAGE. WHEN NEITHER SEPTAL NOR AURICULAR CARTILAGE IS AVAILABLE OR SUITABLE FOR AUGMENTATION PURPOSES, RIB CARTILAGE MAY BECOME THE ONLY OPTION. THE RIB OFFERS AN ABUNDANT SUPPLY OF CARTILAGE FOR ALL TYPES OF AESTHETIC AND FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS AND PROVIDES RELIABLE STRUCTURAL SUPPORT. UNFORTUNATELY, THE COSTAL CARTILAGE GRAFT HAS THE POTENTIAL TO WARP, WHICH MAY CAUSE DISTORTION OF THE NASAL FORM AFTER SURGERY. GIBSON AND DAVIS REPORTED THAT BENDING OCCURS BECAUSE OF SURFACE TENSION FORCES AND DESCRIBED THE PRINCIPLE OF BALANCED CROSS-SECTIONAL CARVING TO MINIMIZE WARPING. GIBSON ALSO MENTIONED THAT THE ONLY DEFINITIVE METHOD TO AVOID CARTILAGE WARPING IS TO AVOID CARTILAGE CARVING. THERE ARE NUMEROUS METHODS TO MINIMIZE WARPING OF THE COSTAL CARTILAGE GRAFT, PARTICULARLY WHEN IT IS USED AS DORSAL ONLAY GRAFT. TRADITIONALLY, GRAFTS ARE CARVED ALONG THE Longitudinal axis, which is perhaps the most straightforward way to harvest rectangular-profiled grafts from a round rib.
It has been suggested that centrally carved grafts exhibit a decreased rate of warping compared with peripherally carved grafts. Still, the risk of warping could not be totally eliminated with the present methods.

Herein, we describe a novel technique for costal cartilage graft carving. A cross-sectional graft obtained through an oblique cut to the long axis of the rib will result in a graft with equal circumferential forces of contracture that have a decreased chance of warping.

**METHODS**

The study was approved (No. 3709) by the Committee for Education, Planning, and Coordination, Ankara Training and Research Hospital, Ankara, Turkey. All patients gave informed consent to participate in the study. Between 2007 and 2011, a total of 43 patients (27 men and 16 women) between the ages of 19 and 55 years (mean age, 33 years) underwent primary (n=5) or secondary (n=38) rhinoplasty with autogenous costal cartilage grafts carved by the oblique split method (OSM). An endonasal (n=9) or an open (n=34) approach was used with the patient under general anesthesia.

**SURGICAL TECHNIQUE**

A relatively straight segment of cartilaginous rib graft is harvested from the seventh rib. Usually, 3 to 4 cm of rib segment is enough to provide all of the grafts that are required for the nasal reconstruction. Dorsal skin soft-tissue and septal mucosal flaps are elevated in standard fashion. Remnants of nasal septum are exposed, and upper lateral cartilages are dissected from the nasal septum. In the presence of a dorsal and/or a caudal septal cartilage strip, a septal framework may be built over this remnant or simply reinforced by cartilage grafts. When there is inadequate septum, total septal reconstruction should be considered. After the required nasal grafts and the length of the longest monounit cartilage graft (caudal or dorsal strut graft) are determined, the rib segment is split with a high-profile microtome blade in an oblique fashion. Usually, a 45° oblique split to the long axis of the rib segment will produce the requisite grafts. Also, longer grafts can be achieved by splitting the rib segment in a more oblique fashion (Figure 1A). The OSM provides straight grafts of varying thicknesses (Figure 1B and C). In the first few patients, the carved grafts were immersed in isotonic sodium chloride solution at room temperature, kept for 1 hour, and examined for warping. Because none of the grafts showed warping during the intraoperative and postoperative periods in these patients, we discontinued waiting for early warping during the rest of the study.

Segmental reconstruction is needed only for dorsal onlay and septal replacement grafts. The L-strut reconstruc-
tion of the septum is the basis of successful rhinoplasty. Spreader grafts are used to reconstruct the dorsal component of the L-strut, and a caudal septal strut replaces the vertical component. A wide caudal septal strut graft can easily be prepared using 2 cartilage segments that are sown together. A thin piece of costal cartilage graft or perpendicular plate of ethmoid bone can be used for rigid fixation of 2 cartilages, if required (Figure 1D and E). The spreader grafts are held in proper position with 22-gauge needles and fixed cephalically with a 4/0 polydioxanone suture to a cartilage septal remnant or previously prepared drill holes through the caudal part of the nasal bone. Then, the caudal septal strut is placed in the proper position, and a tongue-in-groove overlap of spreader grafts on either side of the strut is achieved. Spreader grafts are kept just long enough to support the upper lateral cartilages medially. After the caudal septal strut is placed in the desired position and rotation, the dorsal height of the septum is determined by shifting the dorsal strut anteriorly and is held in place with 22-gauge needles. Caudal and dorsal strut suture fixation is achieved with a 4/0 polydioxanone suture. Once the L-shaped reconstruction is completed, the caudal strut is sutured to the anterior nasal spine (Figure 1F).

A dorsal onlay graft in the required width (approximately 8 mm in women and 10 mm in men) and length (average, 3.5-4.0 cm) is usually obtained with 2 segments of cartilage grafts. To obtain a dorsal onlay graft of sufficient length and width, 2 cartilage grafts can be sutured end to end, side by side, or by overlapping (Figure 2). To create a smooth transition to surrounding structures, the edges of the grafts are beveled and contoured without the risk of warping, because the forces effecting the graft surface are in equilibrium. Perichondrium harvested from the adjacent ribs can be sutured over the dorsal onlay graft to camouflage the transition between the grafts (Figure 2C). Two-point suture fixation of the dorsal onlay graft can be achieved with a 4/0 polydioxanone suture attached to the underlying cartilaginous nasal skeleton. Redundant cartilage segments may be banked between the septal mucoperichondrial flaps, as these straight and thin grafts will provide additional support to the septum, without the risk of airway obstruction.

RESULTS

In this preliminary study, the follow-up period ranged from 12 to 37 months (mean, 19.2 months) after surgery. The clinical evaluation was made by inspection, palpation, and photographic documentation every 6 months, 12 months after surgery, and once a year thereafter. No complications in terms of infection, graft warping, fracture, or resorption were noted during the postoperative follow-up period. Patient satisfaction in terms of form and function was achieved in 41 patients (95%) (Figure 3 and Figure 4). Two patients required reoperation for further tip projection and alar batten graft displacement. These problems were caused not by distortion or resorption of the OSM grafts but by inadequate surgical planning. Both the graft banked between the septal mucosal flaps and the alar batten graft did not show any warping 6 and 10 months after surgery (Figure 5). These grafts were reused during the revision procedures without the need for any further graft harvesting.

COMMENT

Costal cartilage grafts were generally used as dorsal onlay grafts; however, in recent years, their indications have expanded vastly in rhinoplasty. In modern concept, costal cartilage grafts are used not only as filling material but also for structural grafting. The major disadvantage of costal cartilage grafting in rhinoplasty is its tendency to warp after surgery.2

Gibson and Davis4 reported that the warping of the cartilage is caused by a difference in tension between the outermost layers of cartilage and the inner zone. An intact rib segment has these forces nicely balanced to preserve a stable shape. The matrix tends to expand when cut or carved, whereas the outer stretched layer contracts; therefore, warping occurs. The “principle of the balanced cross section” has been introduced: if the distorting forces are balanced at all points along a cartilage graft, as viewed in cross section, it will not warp. It is difficult to harvest a straight rod of cartilage from a curved rib segment without violating the principles of balanced cross section. It is technically difficult even if the rib seg-
ment is straight, because once the outermost layer has been sliced off, the surface layer can no longer be differentiated from the deeper zones and orientation is lost. Lopez et al\(^8\) concluded that less warping occurs in centrally cut cartilage grafts than in peripherally cut grafts. They also found that the centrally cut pieces, which had a larger cross-sectional area, were less prone to warp. Gunter et al\(^6\) reported that internal stabilization of the rib cartilage grafts with Kirschner wire decreased the incidence of warping. However, extrusion of Kirschner wire, infection, pain, and numbness of the anterior palatal mucosa were observed.

The OSM provides a complete rib segment with an intact surface layer and can easily be carved according to the principle of the balanced cross section. The OSM graft’s flat surface is the cross section of the rib in which the diametrically opposed forces are equal at all points on the periphery of the graft and may be said to be balanced. Because the contracting forces are in balance, the elliptical OSM grafts preserve their straight configuration even after they are modified into rectangular grafts or carved asymmetrically and/or the graft edges are beveled. This method can achieve straight grafts of varying thickness without any chance of warping. However, a curved rib cannot be modified into a straight graft by conventional methods without ignoring the principles of the balanced cross section.

The superoinferior caliber of the rib determines the length of the graft carved by the OSM, and the anteroposterior caliber determines the width. The grafts can be lengthened by cutting the rib at narrower angles to the long axis. Cutting the graft at 90° to the long axis will result in a graft length equal to the superoinferior caliber. Decreasing the slicing angle to 45° will increase the graft length about 1.4 times, whereas at 30°, the length of the OSM graft will be doubled compared with the graft cut at 90°.

On the one hand, all of the frequently used grafts in rhinoplasty (spreader, columellar strut, caudal extension, alar batten, and shield and cap grafts, to name a few) can be obtained from a single OSM graft. On the other hand, segmental reconstruction is usually required for dorsal onlay and septal replacement grafts. Segmental reconstruction of the nasal skeleton has provided consistent results.\(^9\) Segmental reconstruction of the L-strut, composed of dorsal and caudal struts, enables fine adjustment of height of the reconstructed septum. To obtain a long dorsal onlay graft that is 4 cm in length, 2 cartilage grafts can be sutured end to end or by overlapping after the edges are adjusted as required.\(^10,11\) Costal perichondrium can be sutured over the dorsal onlay graft to camouflage the transition between the segments\(^12\) and for soft-tissue pad-
Providing thin and straight grafts in septal cartilage–depleted patients is a challenge for the surgeon. The OSM is unique in that it provides straight grafts as thin as septal cartilage. Also, with the OSM, it is possible to obtain large quantities of graft material from the same volume of costal cartilage because the graft includes both peripheral and central portions of the rib.

In conclusion, costal cartilage grafts carved with the OSM provides grafts that are at the intended thickness, even 1 mm, and they preserve their straight form. The OSM grafts may safely be modified into a rectangular shape, carved asymmetrically, or have their edges beveled because they strictly preserve their straight form. Predictable long-term results can be achieved with the OSM because it provides straight grafts of varying thick-

---

Figure 4. Preoperative (A-D) and postoperative (E-H) 15th-month views of a 27-year-old woman who had previously undergone rhinoplasty at an outside institution. Spreader, alar batten, and overlapping dorsal onlay oblique split method grafts grafts were placed through a closed approach. Because of the dorsal skin compromise, costal perichondrium was sutured over the dorsal graft for camouflage and soft-tissue padding.

Figure 5. Intraoperative view of the oblique split method graft to be banked between the septal mucoperichondrial flaps (A) and a 6-month postoperative view of the same graft during the revision procedure (B). Ten-month postoperative views of the alar batten graft in a patient who underwent a second operation for graft displacement (C and D). The oblique split method graft perfectly retained its straightness, and even, sharp, beveled edges can be seen after 10 months. The units of measure are centimeters.
nesses without the risk of warping. The OSM is a flexible operative technique for using costal cartilage grafts in difficult structural rhinoplasty cases that require numerous grafts.
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